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Model shown includes the
optional extended seat back.
Available in Metallic Black,
British Racing Green or
Ocean Blue.

Engineered to perform
The ElectroKart Voyager leaves all other ride-ons standing. It offers you the
ultimate combination of power, performance and stability; all in a superbly
engineered machine that quickly dismantles to stow away in the boot of your
car. And, when you discover the Voyager costs less than other ride-ons,
we think you’ll find it impossible to resist the urge to take it for a test drive.
But why not get the whole story first.

Microprocessor Technology

A fail

safe, state of the art ‘brain’ controls all the power
operations of the Voyager and combines safety
with ease of operation.

Power to Spare

Powered by two

fully waterproof 24 volt motors and gearboxes.
The motors glide you effortlessly along at up to
8mph and provide you with enough power to take
1 in 4 gradients in your stride. Two 12 volt valve

Comfort

Steel backed, foam filled and

weatherproof, the Voyager bucket style seat is
ergonomically designed for a comfortable ride.
And, for the taller user, we offer an extended
front end to give more leg room.

regulated lead acid gel filled batteries allow you

Bag on Board

to drive around 27 holes on a single charge and

bag carrier has been designed to give easy

won’t spill or require any maintenance. Now there

access to your clubs and is secured by two quick

is a 4 Battery option to give you even more power.

release straps. We recommend the ElectroKart

Overnight Charge

Golf Bag, specially designed so that pockets are

Your Voyager comes

with a fully automatic 24 volt charger, designed to

The vertically mounted

accessible at all times.

recharge both batteries overnight on board. Just

Adjustable Steering Column

put the batteries on charge and forget about them.

The steering column adjusts for comfort and easy,

Rugged Build Quality

step-on access; whilst the heavy duty ABS foot-

Constructed

from high quality steel tubing, phosphated and

plate has a non-slip, spike-proof rubber mat.

epoxy coated to give longer life and all weather

The New Voyager Heavy Duty

protection. And the steering track rods use

Model

sophisticated technology borrowed from racing

steeper gradients. With extra wide profile tyres,

go-karts, making them ultra lightweight, and strong

gearboxes, with Bronze Gears, it is ideally suited

with self-straightening ‘memory’ characteristics.

for rental use, or for heavier loads.

Delivers 40% more power, for even

Always on
firm ground
Stability Guaranteed

Even on the

Safety

On/off switch with removable key,

toughest terrain, you stay steady as a rock.

plus a built-in device that prevents full speed take

For a start you have 4 wheels, rather than the

off if the throttle has accidentally been operated

three offered by so many single seat ride-on carts.

before turning the key switch on. The ElectroKart

Then, the specially designed ‘live front axle’ lets

Voyager also has Thermal Safety Overload.

the front and rear work independently of each

Parking The fully automatic anti-runaway

other, keeping all four wheels firmly on the ground
on any terrain.

Total Control

solenoid parking brake will hold the Voyager on
any hill, allowing you to concentrate on your shot.

The twist-grip speed control

Braking Back the throttle off slightly to slow

(a left handed version is also available for those

down, or let go completely to stop. The automatic

of you who have difficulty using your right hand)

regenerative braking system means the Voyager

takes just a quarter of a turn to give you maximum

maintains speed, even on the steepest of slopes.

speed. While a three position rocker switch

Tyres and Wheels The ‘split rim’

puts you in forward or reverse mode, as well
as a reduced speed of 4 mph for pavement use a legal requirement in the UK.

wheels are made from shock absorbing plastic.
While the wide, low pressure 4 ply pneumatic
tyres (with inner tubes) are grass friendly and
have the approval of greenkeepers.

Take it wherever you play
The real beauty of the ElectroKart Voyager is the ease with
which you can take it apart. No other buggy folds away to be
as neat and compact as the ElectroKart Voyager. It dismantles
simply, in no time at all, to fit neatly into the boot of most saloons
and all hatchbacks. Which makes it the most convenient,
tried and tested, single seat, 4 wheel ride-on you can buy.
There is also a new shorter, compact version
especially for smaller boots.

Extras that make
the difference
Double Bag Support
Enables you to take the weight off your friend’s or
partner’s feet by carrying their bag too.

Umbrella Holder
Come rain or shine, our umbrella holder will hold
your golf umbrella securely at any angle.

Extended Seat Back
For extra comfort and support, our extended seat
back transforms your normal seat.

ElectroKart Bags
Tough and stylish, the ElectroKart Golf Bag has
been specially designed to fit our carts. With easy

access to all compartments and pockets they make
the perfect golfing partner for the Voyager.

Alloy Folding Loading Ramp’s
For easy access in and out of your car, Alloy
folding loading ramp’s makes the Voyager even
more enjoyable to use.

Caps, Polo shirts and Towels
Caps come in Blue, Polo shirts look great in white
and black and the towels are very practical in
black and all compliment the Voyager’s very
stylish appearance.

The best value on 4 wheels
All our carts are designed by golfers, for golfers.
So you can be sure that we’ve thought of every last
detail to help you take the weight off your feet and
improve your game. For such an exceptionally well
engineered machine, we think you’ll agree that the
Voyager offers exceptional value.
Book Yourself a Test Drive Today
There’s nothing quite like getting into the driver’s
seat and trying the Voyager for yourself. Out on
the golf course, where it really counts. That’s why
we’ll be happy to arrange a test drive for you at
a time convenient to you. So just call ElectroKart
on 01233 666000 and we’ll do the rest.

sales@electrokart.com

For further information or for your
nearest dealer please contact us on

01233 666000
www.electrokart.com
sales@electrokart.com
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For the technically minded
SPECIFICATION

A

B

C

Gross weight

530mm (20.9”)

855mm (33.7”)

970mm (38.2”)

(including batteries)

Standard Short

834mm (32.8")

910mm (35.8")

1144mm (45.1")

99.53kg (219.43lbs)

Standard

944mm (37.2")

910mm (35.8")

1254mm (49.4")

100.53kg (221.63lbs)

Extended (Chassis)

982mm (38.7")

910mm (35.8")

1292mm (50.9")

100.65kg (221.90lbs)

Rental Short

834mm (32.8")

980mm (38.6")

1144mm (45.1")

106.04kg (233.78lbs)

Rental Model

944mm (37.2")

980mm (38.6")

1254mm (49.4")

107.04kg (235.98lbs)

Rental Extended (Chassis)

982mm (38.7")

980mm (38.6")

1292mm (50.9")

107.16kg (236.25lbs)

COMPONENT
Standard rear end

WEIGHT
27.07kg (59.69lbs)

Standard front end

13.35kg (36.04lbs)

Short front end

15.35kg (33.84lbs)

Batteries (each)

24.46kg (53.97lbs)

Seat

6.88kg (15.17lbs)

Seat Post

1.30kg (2.87lbs)

Rental rear end

30.98kg (68.30lbs)

Extended front end

16.47kg (36.31lbs)

Prices and
specifications are
subject to change
without notice
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